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UID compliance is a major issue for the suppliers of the U.S. Army. If their products fail to fulfill UID
compliance then they can suffer rejection from the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD). Therefore,
suppliers and contractors of the US Army and other military officesâ€™ must be quite serious about the
unique identification markings of their products.

Now before learning about the complex specifications of MIL STD 130 that provide the guidelines
for UID compliance, one should know how exactly UID registration works. According to DoD
instructions, a contractor is required to submit UID compliance details about their products to the
DoDâ€™s UID registry. Almost every item that the military buys or owns requires its own UID marking,
or tag. So, the details about all these products must be submitted to the UID registry. MIL STD 130
gives instructions and provides the rules and regulations that are to be followed by the contractors
to fulfill UID compliance. The procedure is followed under strict inspection and in case any products
fail to verify UID numbers they are immediately refused. 

The UID registry actually works as a knowledge-base where all tracked data about equipment,
parts, and other supplies that have been purchased, transferred, stored, or sold so that the authority
can access this data at any time. Now, the question is why is this data so necessary for the Army?
Well the answer is simple, the data stored at the UID registry helps to track products individually. In
fact, one can quickly access the basic information of any product that the Army is using. They can
track the manufacturers and important maintenance of various products. This kind of rigorous
identification also gives the products more integrity. This database helps to improve safety and
increase security for all government assets.   

The UID registry also assists in the authentication process. It not only stores important data about
these assets, but also keeps a record of the suppliers or government contractors. So, from the UID
registry, management can quickly access every detail about the contractors concerned and the
products supplied. The UID registry helps significantly with the military auditing process, too.
Compliance and submission to the UID registry and the many rules and regulations specified by MIL
STD 130 guidelines actually improve the quality output of a companyâ€™s production. MIL STD 130
also provides the full specifications to determine the materials, and the marking process of all UID
marking or labeling.

If you are a regular supplier of the Army then you are bound to follow the instructions that MIL STD
130 requires, otherwise your contracts may face rejection. However, today, there are companies
that can relieve you from MIL STD 130 tension. You can ask for their help to ensure the full success
of your manufacturing process.  For many manufacturers, it is probably the smartest way to ensure
UID compliance of your products. To learn more about MIL STD 130 and the UID registry you can
visit: http://www.id-integration.com/uid-marking.htm.
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Id-integration - About Author:
ID-integration provides complete solutions for a MIL-STD-130 and a UID registry related needs and
can assist with complete UID policy in accordance with DFARS 252.211-7003.
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